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Abstract Face recognition is still a very demanding area of research. This problem becomes more challenging in
unconstrained environment and in the presence of several variations like pose, illumination, expression, etc. Local
descriptors are widely used for this task. The most of the existing local descriptors consider only few immediate local
neighbors and not able to utilize the wider local information to make the descriptor more discriminative. The wider
local information based descriptors mainly suffer due to the increased dimensionality. In this paper, this problem is
solved by encoding the relationship among directional neighbors in an efficient manner. The relationship between
the center pixel and the encoded directional neighbors is utilized further to form the proposed local directional
relation pattern (LDRP). The descriptor is inherently uniform illumination invariant. The multi-scale mechanism
is also adapted to further boost the discriminative ability of the descriptor. The proposed descriptor is evaluated
under the image retrieval framework over face databases. Very challenging databases like PaSC, LFW, PubFig,
ESSEX, FERET, AT&T, and FaceScrub are used to test the discriminative ability and robustness of LDRP descriptor.
Results are also compared with the recent state-of-the-art face descriptors such as LBP, LTP, LDP, LDN, LVP, DCP,
LDGP and LGHP. Very promising performance is observed using the proposed descriptor over very appealing face
databases as compared to the existing face descriptors. The proposed LDRP descriptor also outperforms the pre-
trained ImageNet CNN models over large-scale FaceScrub face dataset. Moreover, it also outperforms the deep
learning based DLib face descriptor in many scenarios.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Unconstrained and robust face recognition is the current demand for the betterment of the quality life. Most of the
early days research has been conducted in a very controlled environment, where users have given their facial images
in frontal pose, under consistent lighting, without glasses or occlusion, etc. Some researchers also tried to develop
the face recognition approaches robust for specific geometric and photometric changes such as pose, illumination,
motion blur, etc. [68], [14], [29], [15], [50]. The face recognition approaches are surveyed time to time by many
researchers [75], [74], [13].
The face recognition approaches are categorized into three major areas, namely deep learning based face recog-
nition [58], [62], traditional learning based face recognition [6], [67], [33], [41], [40], and hand-crafted feature based
face recognition [71], [22], [7]. The deep learning based approaches are being popular due to high performance, but
at the cost of increased complexity in terms of the time, computing power and data size. The deep learning based
approaches are also biased towards the training data. The main drawback of the traditional learning based descriptors
are the dependency over the training database and vocabulary size. The hand-designed local descriptors are very sim-
ple from design aspect. This class of descriptors have shown very promising performance in most of the computer
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vision problems [49]. Some typical applications are local image matching [16], image retrieval [44], [20], texture
classification [46], [34], [37], [52], medical image retrieval [17], [19], [18], 3D face recognition [64], [21], palmprint
recognition [24], activity recognition [38], [39], [36], etc. The main advantages of the handcrafted local descriptors
are as follows: a) it is not dependent upon the database, b) it does not require very complex computing facility, and
c) lower dimensional descriptors can boost the time efficiency significantly.
1.2 Related Works
Several face descriptors have been investigated in the last decade. Ahonen et al. applied the local binary pattern
(LBP) for the face recognition [2]. Inspired from the simplicity and success of LBP, several variants are proposed for
the face recognition [25], [70]. Some researchers tried to use the transformations like Gabor, Wavelet and Weber in
the framework of LBP [73], [72], [3], [10], [69]. The drawback of such transformation based descriptors is that the
time and space complexity of the transformations are too high for practical face recognition.
Utilizing the gradient information is very common in LBP like descriptors. The binary concept of LBP is ex-
tended in ternary by local ternary pattern (LTP) [63]. The local derivative pattern (LDP) computes the LBP over
derivative images in four directions [71]. The average values of block subregions are used to compute the multi-scale
block local binary pattern [35]. Gradient edge map features are computed using a cascade of processing steps for
illumination invariant frontal face representation [4]. The relationships between gradient orientations and magnitudes
like patterns of orientation difference and patterns of oriented edge magnitudes are exploited by Vu for face recogni-
tion [66]. Recently, Local intensity orders over gradient images are used to develop the local gradient order pattern
for face recognition [53]. Lumini et al. combined the multiple descriptors for face recognition [43]. These descrip-
tors encode the gradient information in a local neighborhood in circular fashion, but miss to utilize the directional
information across different radius of the local neighborhood.
Some of the LBP variants tried to utilize the directions in order to improve it. Local directional number (LDN)
pattern uses the masks to represent the image into different directions and encodes the directional numbers and
sign [54]. Local vector pattern (LVP) uses the pairwise direction of the vector with diverse distances for each pixel
to represent the face image [22]. Jabid et al. utilized the relative magnitude’s strength of edge responses in eight
directions to compute the local directional pattern [28]. A single eight bit code for a block is used to reduce the
dimensionality of the local directional pattern [51]. Local directional gradient pattern (LDGP) uses the four directions
to capture the local information for recognition [8]. The major drawback of these approaches is the computation of
directional information as a separate stage similar to pre-processing. These approaches also do not consider the
directional relationship at different radius.
Some descriptors tried to consider the wider neighborhood to increase the discriminative ability of the descriptor.
The LBP [2] considers the neighbors at radius one, i.e., immediate neighbors. Basically, wider meighborhood refers
to the local region with larger radius. Local quantized pattern (LQP) quantizes the binary code generated from the
large neighborhood to reduce the dimensionality [27]. The LQP is computed over regional features of the image and
combined to form the multiscale LQP [9]. Dual cross pattern (DCP) considers the local neighbors at two radius with
first derivative of Gaussian operator to encode the directional information [12]. In order to reduce the dimension, DCP
divides the local neighborhood into two groups: 1) horizontal and vertical neighbors, and 2) diagonal neighbors. The
local directional ternary pattern (LDTP) converts the image into eight directional images using Robinson compass
masks and then finds the primary and secondary directions to generate the feature vector [55]. Recently, the local
gradient hexa pattern (LGHP) has been proposed for the face recognition and retrieval [7]. LGHP basically works by
encoding the relationship of center pixel with its neighboring pixels at different distances across different derivative
directions. The major problem associated with these existing descriptors is the increased dimension while considering
more local neighbors. The relationship between different neighbors in a particular direction is also not utilized by
these descriptors.
1.3 Major Contribution
It is pointed out from the related works that most of the descriptors use only immediate local neighbors which
decreases the discriminative ability. Some descriptors tried to utilize the wider local neighborhood at the cost of
increased dimension. The directional information is crucial to increase the discriminative power. The existing de-
scriptors use filters to create the directional gradient image which increases the complexity of the descriptor. In order
to overcome the above issues, this paper proposes a local directional relation pattern (LDRP). The LDRP first en-
codes the relationship among directional neighbors and then utilizes the encoded values with center pixel value to
generate the final pattern. The major contributions are as follows:
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– The proposed descriptor utilizes the wider local neighborhood without increasing the dimension.
– In contrast to the existing descriptors which use derivatives to represent the directions, the LDRP descriptor uses
the direction inherently. Basically, it encodes the relationship among the directional neighbors at multiple radius
to transform it into a single value.
– The proposed descriptor enriches the pattern with the relationship among local directional neighbors at multiple
radius as well as the relationship between the center and transformed directional local neighboring values.
– The relation among directional neighbors at multiple radius is computed by considering the binary relation be-
tween each pair in that direction.
– The binary relation provides the robustness against uniform illumination while the wider local neighborhood
increases the discriminative ability.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the proposed descriptor; Section III illus-
trates the experimental setup; Section IV reports the experimental results and comparison; Section V presents the
performance analysis; And finally Section VI sets the concluding remarks.
2 Proposed Descriptor
In this section, the construction process of proposed local directional relation pattern is described in detail. The whole
process is divided into several steps such as local neighborhood extraction, local directional information coding, local
directional relation pattern generation, feature vector computation and multiscale adaptation.
2.1 Local Neighborhood Extraction
Let, I is an image with dimension x×y and Ii,j represents the intensity value for the pixel in ith row and jth column
with i ∈ [1, x] and j ∈ [1, y]. The coordinates of top and left corner is (0, 0) with positive x-axis downside across
the rows and positive y-axis right side across the columns. The N local neighbors of Ii,j at a radius r are represented
by Iri,j , where I
r,k
i,j is the k
th neighbor with k ∈ [1, N ] as shown in Fig. 1. The coordinates of kth neighbor of pixel
(i, j) at a radius r is given by (ik, jk), and defined as follows,
ik = i+ r cos θk (1)
jk = j − r sin θk (2)
where θk is the angular displacement of kth neighbor w.r.t. first neighbor and given as follows,
θk = (k − 1)× 360N (3)
So, Ir,ki,j can be written as follows,
Ir,ki,j = Iik,jk (4)
The first neighbor is considered in the right side of the center pixel and rest of the neighbors are computed w.r.t. first
neighbor in the counter-clockwise direction (see Fig. 1). For example, if the number of local neighbors (N ) is 8, then
the values of θk are 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315, and 360 for 1st (i.e., k = 1), 2nd (i.e., k = 2), 3rd (i.e.,
k = 3), 4th (i.e., k = 4), 5th (i.e., k = 5), 6th (i.e., k = 6), 7th (i.e., k = 7), and 8th (i.e., k = 8) neighbors,
respectively.
2.2 Local Directional Information Coding
In order to increase the discriminative ability of the proposed descriptor, the wider neighborhood is used in this
work. The relation among local neighbors at multiple radius are utilized to encode the directional information. The
θk represents the kth direction with k ∈ [1, N ]. Considering the M directional neighbors in kth direction, the binary
codes are computed between each pair. The number of pairs out of M neighbors are (M2 ). Let, the t
th directional
neighboring pair in kth direction is represented by (Ir1,ki,j , I
r2,k
i,j ). The index for t
th pair can be computed from r1
and r2 as follows,
t =
{
r2 − r1, if r1 = 1;
r2 − r1 +
∑r1−1
η=1 (m− η), otherwise.
(5)
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Fig. 1: TheN neighbors in the local neighborhood of pixel (i, j) at radius r. Note that the first neighbor is considered
in the right side and rest neighbors are considered w.r.t. first neighbor in counter-clockwise direction.
Fig. 2: An illustration of the local directional relation pattern computation. (a) A local neighborhood with N = 4
directions and M = 4 neighbors in each direction. (b) Local direction binary bits are generated in each direction. For
M = 4, the number of binary values is µ = 6. (c) Local directional relation code, Γ ki,j , is computed in each direction
for k ∈ [1, 4] by converting µ = 6 binary bits into equivalent decimal. (d) The transformed center value (τi,j = 12)
is computed from the original center pixel value (Ii,j = 50) in order to match its range with local directional codes.
(e) The local directional relation binary values (i.e., ρN,Mi,j (k) for N = 4, M = 4 and k ∈ [1, N ]) are computed for
each direction. (f) Finally, the local directional relation pattern for a center pixel (i, j), LDRP 4,4i,j , is generated from
ρ4,4i,j by converting the binary values into equivalent decimal.
where t ∈ [1, (M2 )], r1 ∈ [1,M − 1] and r2 ∈ [r1 + 1,M ].
Let, βki,j denotes the local directional binary pattern for center pixel (i, j) in k
th direction. The binary code
between tth directional neighboring pair (or between the two neighbors at radius r1 and r2) in kth direction for
center pixel (i, j) is generated as follows,
βki,j(t) =
{
1, if Ir1,ki,j ≤ Ir2,ki,j ;
0, otherwise.
(6)
An example of local neighborhood with N = 4 number of circular neighbors and M = 4 number of directional
neighbors is considered in Fig. 2(a). The intensity value of the center pixel is 50 in this example. Since 4 directional
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neighbors at different radius is considered, µ = (42) = 6 number of binary values are generated in each direction as
depicted in Fig. 2(b). The local directional binary bits in 1st direction (i.e. 0o) are β1i,j = 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0 for the pairs
(56,98), (56,75), (56,60), (98,75), (98,60), (75,60), respectively. Similarly, the local directional binary bits in 2nd
direction (i.e. 90o) is β2i,j = 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, in 3
rd direction (i.e. 180o) is β3i,j = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and in 4
th direction
(i.e. 270o) is β4i,j = 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0.
ForM neighbors in a direction, µ = (M2 ) number of binary values are generated. In order to reduce the dimension
of the descriptor, it is required to code these binary values into a single value. A local directional information code
(Γ ) is generated in each direction from the binary values in that direction. The local directional information code, Γ ,
in kth direction for pixel (i, j) is computed by the following equation,
Γ ki,j =
µ∑
η=1
(βki,j(η)× ξ(η)) (7)
where, ξ is a weight function to convert the directional binary string into the directional information code (i.e. a
decimal value). The purpose of this weight, ξ is to find the unique decimal values for each possible binary string in a
particular direction. The weight value (ξ(η)) for ηth bit of the directional binary string is defined as follows,
ξ(η) = 2η−1. (8)
The local directional relation codes in the example of Fig. 2(a) are computed in Fig. 2(c). The weights for
µ = 6 directional neighbors are ξ = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. The directional relation code in 1st direction is Γ 1i,j =
1× 1 + 1× 2 + 1× 4 + 0× 8 + 0× 16 + 0× 32 = 1 + 2+ 4+ 0+ 0+ 0 = 7. Similarly, the directional relation
codes in 2nd, 3rd, and 4th directions are Γ 2i,j = 52, Γ
3
i,j = 63, and Γ
4
i,j = 10 as shown in Fig. 2(c).
2.3 Local Directional Relation Pattern
The local directional relation code is computed in the previous sub-section for a direction by encoding the relationship
among the neighbors at different radius in that direction. Now, the next step is to find out the relation between center
pixel and local directional relation codes. The minimum and maximum values of local directional code are dependent
upon the number of directional neighbors considered (i.e. M ). The code is generated from the µ = (M2 ) number of
binary values. So, the different number of decimal values that can be generated from µ binary bits is 2µ with a
minimum value as 0 and maximum value as 2µ − 1. Whereas, the minimum and maximum values of center pixel
are 0 and 2B − 1 respectively, where B is the bit-depth of the image. Note that, the bit-depth (B) of the images
is 8 in the databases used in this paper. A clear mismatch can be observed between the range of center pixel and
local directional relation code. Thus, a transformation is required over either the center pixel or the local directional
relation codes to match both the ranges. Due to efficiency reason, the center pixel is transformed into the range of
local directional relation codes as follows,
τi,j = Υ (Ii,j × 2
µ − 1
2B − 1). (9)
where, τi,j is the transformed version of Ii,j , Υ (η) = bηc is a function to compute the floor of η to the closest integer
value equal to or less than η. The transformed value of center pixel in Fig. 2(d) for µ = 6 and B = 8 is computed as
τi,j = Υ (50× 2
6−1
28−1 ) = b12.35c = 12.
Let, ρ is a binary pattern representing the relationship between center and directional relation code having N
values corresponding to each direction. The ρN,Mi,j (k) for center pixel (i, j) in k
th direction is given as follows,
ρN,Mi,j (k) =
{
1, if ∆ki,j ≥ 0;
0, otherwise.
(10)
where, ∆ki,j is the difference between local directional relation code in k
th direction and transformed value of the
center pixel, i.e.,
∆ki,j = Γ
k
i,j − τi,j (11)
The local directional relation pattern (LDRP ) for pixel (i, j) by considering the local neighbors in N directions
with M neighbors in each direction is computed as follows,
LDRPN,Mi,j =
N∑
k=1
(ρN,Mi,j (k))× ξ(k)), (12)
where, ξ is a weight function defined in (8).
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2.4 LDRP Feature Vector
The LDRP feature vector (H) is generated by finding the number of occurrences of LDRP values over the whole
image. Note that, the minimum and maximum values of LDRP are 0 and 2N − 1 respectively. Thus, the length of
feature vector is 2N . The LDRP feature vector for Image I with local neighborhood from N directions having M
neighbors in each direction is defined as follows,
HN,M (η) =
x−M∑
i=M+1
y−M∑
j=M+1
ζ(LDRPN,Mi,j , η) (13)
where, ζ is calculated by following rule,
ζ(α1, α2) =
{
1, if α1 = α2;
0, otherwise.
(14)
Note that, in this paper the number of directions (i.e., N ) is considered as 8, so the dimension of the LDRP feature
vector is 28 = 256 at radius M (i.e. for M directional neighbors).
2.5 Multi-scale LDRP
In order to make the LDRP descriptor more discriminative, the multi-scale directional neighborhood characteristics
are utilized in this work. The LDRP feature descriptors are computed by varying the number of directional neighbor
(i.e. M ) in each direction. The values of M are considered from M1 to M2 with M2 ≥ M1. Finally, the LDRP
feature vectors (HN,M for M ∈ [M1,M2]) are concatenated into a single feature vector. Mathematically, the final
LDRP feature vector (HN,M1,M2 ) can be written as follows,
HN,M1,M2 = HN,M1 ||HN,M1+1||...||HN,M2
= ||M2η=M1H
N,η
(15)
The dimension of the multi-scale LDRP feature vector only depends upon the number of directions (N ) and number
of scales (M2 −M1 + 1) and given as follows,
dN,M1,M2 = (M2 −M1 + 1)× 2N . (16)
In order to make the final feature vector invariant to the image resolution, HN,M1,M2 is normalized as follows,
HN,M1,M2Normalized(δ) =
HN,M1,M2(δ)∑dN,M1,M2
λ=1 H
N,M1,M2(λ)
(17)
for ∀δ ∈ [1, dN,M1,M2 ]. In the experiments, the normalized version of feature vector is considered for all descriptors.
In case of M1 =M2, the multiscale LDRP feature vector is equivalent to the single scale LDRP feature vector (i.e.,
HN,M = HN,M1 = HN,M2 ).
3 Experimental Setup
The image retrieval framework is used in this work for the experiments. The face retrieval using proposed local
directional relation pattern (LDRP) descriptor is shown in Fig. 3. The best matching faces from a database are
extracted against a query face using LDRP descriptor. The LDRP descriptor is generated for all the images of the
database as well as for the query image. The similarity scores are computed between the LDRP descriptors of query
image and database images using a distance measure technique. Note that high similarity score (or low distance)
between two descriptors signifies that the corresponding images are more similar and vice-versa.
3.1 Parameter Settings
In this paper, the multi-scale LDRP is used for the comparison purpose with following by-default values of the
parameters: B = 8, N = 8, M1 = 3, and M2 = 6. Four scales (M = 3, 4, 5, 6) are considered as M ∈ [M1,M2]
and LDRP descriptors are concatenated to form the final LDRP descriptor of dimension 4× 256 = 1024. The other
values of parameters M1 and M2 are also tested with the LDRP descriptor.
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Fig. 3: The face retrieval framework using proposed LDRP descriptor.
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Fig. 4: The results over PaSC database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
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Fig. 5: The results over LFW database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
3.2 Distances Measures
The distance measures play an important role in image matching. The top n number of faces is retrieved based on
the lower distances, computed using the distance measures. The Chi-square distance measure is generally used in
the experiments in this paper, whereas other distances like Euclidean, Cosine, L1, and D1 are also tested with the
proposed descriptor to find its suitability [44], [20].
3.3 Evaluation Criteria
The image retrieval algorithms are generally evaluated using precision, recall, f-score, and retrieval rank metrics. We
have also used these metrics to judge the performance of the proposed method. In order to find the performance over
a database, all the images of that database are converted as the query image one by one and metrics are computed.
The average retrieval precision (ARP) and average retrieval rate (ARR) over whole database are calculated by taking
the average of mean precision (MP) and mean recall (MR) of each category of that database respectively. The MP
and MR for a category are computed by taking the mean of precision and recall by turning all of the images in that
category as the query image one by one respectively. The F-score is computed from the ARP and ARR values as
follows,
F − score = 2× ARP ×ARR
ARP +ARR
.
The average normalized modified retrieval rank (ANMRR) metric is also calculated to judge the rank of correctly
retrieved faces [42]. The higher value of ARP, ARR and F-Score indicates the better retrieval performance and vice-
versa, whereas the lower value of ANMRR indicates the better retrieval performance and vice-versa.
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Fig. 6: The results over PubFig database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
3.4 Databases Used
In the experiments, six challenging face databases are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed LDRP
descriptor. The used six face databases are PaSC [5], LFW [26], [57], PubFig [32], FERET [48], [47], ESSEX [60],
and AT&T (or ORL face database) [56]. All the face images are down-sampled in 64 × 64 dimension. The PaSC
still images face database is one of the challenging database having the variations like pose, illumination and blur
[5]. This database is having 293 subjects with total 9376 images (i.e., 32 images per subject). Viola Jones object
detection method [65] is used for the facial part extraction over PaSC images. Finally, 8718 faces are successfully
detected using Viola Jones detector in PaSC database. The unconstrained face retrieval is very challenging and close
to real scenarios. The LFW and PubFig databases are having the images from the Internet. These images are taken in
totally unconstrained scenarios without subjects cooperations. The variations like pose, lighting, expression, scene,
camera, etc. are part of these databases. The gray-scaled version of LFW cropped database [57] is used in this work
for the experiments. In the image retrieval framework, it is required to retrieve more than one (typically 5, 10, etc.)
best matching images. So, it is required that the sufficient number of images should be present in each category of the
database. Thus, the subjects having at least 20 images are considered. Total 3023 face images from 62 individuals are
present in the LFW database used. The Public Figure database (i.e., PubFig) consists the images from 60 individuals
and have 6472 number of total images [32]. The images are downloaded from the Internet directly following the urls
given in this database (dead urls are removed).
The ESSEX face database is very appealing database with a variety of background, scale, illumination, blur,
and extreme variation of expressions [60]. The viola jones algorithm is used to extract the faces from the image
[65]. Total 7740 faces are present from 392 subjects with nearly 20 images per subject. The AT&T face database
(formerly known as the ORL Database of Faces) consisting of 10 images per subject from 40 different individuals
[56]. Different lighting conditions and facial expressions are present in the images of some subjects. The images in
AT&T database are captured in an upright and frontal position with a dark homogeneous background. ”Portions of the
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Fig. 7: The results over ESSEX database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
research in this paper use the FERET database of facial images collected under the FERET program, sponsored by the
DOD Counterdrug Technology Development Program Office” [48], [47]. The Color-FERET database is considered
due to the severe variations in the expression and pose (13 different poses). The subjects having at least 20 images
are considered and all the color images are converted into the grayscale images. In this work, 4053 images from 141
subjects are present in FERET database.
4 Face Retrieval Experimental Results
In order to demonstrate the superior performance of proposed local directional relation pattern (LDRP) descriptor for
face retrieval, the state-of-the-art face descriptors like LBP [2], LTP [63], LDP [71], LDN [54], LVP [22], LDGP [8],
DCP [12], and LGHP [7] are used for the comparison over all six databases. The dimensions of LBP, LTP, LDP, LDN,
LVP, LDGP, DCP, LGHP, and LDRP descriptors are 256, 512, 1024, 64, 1024, 65, 512, 9216, and 1024 respectively.
Note that, all these descriptors have shown very promising results for facial analysis under varying conditions such as
rotation, scale, background, blur, illumination, pose, masking, etc. The parameters for all the compared descriptors
are used as per their source papers. The results comparison using different descriptors in terms of the ARP (%), ARR
(%), F-score (%) and ANMRR (%) vs number of retrieved images (n) over PaSC database in Fig. 4, LFW database
in Fig. 5, PubFig database in Fig. 6, ESSEX database in Fig. 7, AT&T database in Fig. 8 and FERET database in
Fig. 9, respectively. The LDRP descriptor outperforms the existing face descriptors over PaSC database as it has the
highest values for ARP, ARR, and F-Score and lowest values for ANMRR (see Fig. 4a-4d). PaSC database is having
variations like scale, blur, pose and illumination. The LFW and PubFig databases are fully unconstrained database.
It is observed that the performance of LDRP descriptor is comparable with the LGHP descriptor over both LFW and
PubFig databases as depicted in Fig. 5a-5d and Fig. 6a-6d respectively, whereas the dimension of LDRP(dim: 1024)
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Fig. 8: The results over AT&T database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
is much lower than the dimension of LGHP(dim: 9216). Thus, the time efficiency of LDRP is far better than LGHP
while maintaining similar performance over the unconstrained databases.
The performance of LDRP is improved significantly over the frontal face databases, but with other variations
like scale, background, illumination, blur, expressions, etc. as shown in Fig. 7a-7d over ESSEX database and Fig.
8a-8d over AT&T database. The proposed LDRP descriptor is outstanding over both ESSEX and AT&T databases as
compared to the state-of-the-art face descriptors. In order to test the suitability of LDRP in pose and scale variations,
FERET database is considered because it has the faces with huge pose and scale variations. The results over FERET
database is summarized in Fig. 9a-9d. It is found that the LDRP is equivalent to the other top performing descriptors
such as LGHP over FERET database, whereas its dimension is much lower than LGHP.
From the experimental results of Fig. 4-9, it is observed that LDRP and LGHP descriptors outperforms the other
descriptors over the PaSC, LFW, PubFig, ESSEX, AT&T, and FERET face databases. It is also noticed that the LGHP
descriptor is mostly the second best performing method and having very good discriminative features, but redundant
and at the cost of increased dimensionality. Whereas, it is clear from the results of Fig. 4-9 that despite of having much
lower dimensionality, the proposed LDRP descriptor is either outperforms LGHP or has the comparable performance
against LGHP. The proposed LDRP descriptor outperforms the existing descriptors over six challenging face datasets
having a varying number of samples and complexities, which shows the scalability of the proposed LDRP descriptor.
5 Performance Analysis
This section is devoted to the performance analysis of the proposed descriptor. First, the effect of size of local
neighborhood and multi-scale is analyzed, then the effect of distance measure is tested over each database, after that
the performance comparison is done for face recognition, next the robustness of proposed descriptor is analyzed
against pose and expression, next the performance comparison of proposed descriptor is performed with pre-trained
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Fig. 9: The results over FERET database in terms of the ARP, ARR, F-Score, and ANMRR vs number of retrieved
images.
CNN features, next the experiment is conducted over large-scale dataset to show the scalability of the proposed
descriptor, and finally the performance comparison is made with deep learning based DLib face descriptor.
5.1 Effect of Local Neighborhood
In the previous experiment, the LDRP parameters are as follows: N = 8, M1 = 3, and M2 = 6. In this subsection,
the performance of LDRP is tested by varying the values of M1 and M2 from 3 to 7. The ARP(%) values for n = 5
number of retrieved images over the PubFig, PaSC, LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX face databases are summarized
in Table 1. The highest ARP for a particular database is highlighted in bold. It is observed that LDRP with M1 = 3
and M2 = 6 is having highest precision only over the FERET database. It is due to the huge pose variations present
in the FERET database. The performance of LDRP is improved over each database for upper limit as a maximum
(i.e. M2 = 7). From this experiment, it is also clear that M1 = 4 and M2 = 7 are better suited for unconstrained
scenario. Though, M1 = 3 and M2 = 6 are used in the previous results, the performance of LDRP can be further
improved by considering M1 = 4 and M2 = 7.
5.2 Effect of Distance Measures
In order to find out the suitable distance measure for the proposed descriptor, this experiment is conducted by using
the different distance measures. The Euclidean, Cosine, L1, D1, and Chi-square distances are used in this experiment
[44], [20]. The ARP in percentage over the PubFig, PaSC, LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX databases for n = 5
number of top matches are displayed in Table 2 using the proposed LDRP descriptor. In this experiment, the default
parameter values are used for LDRP descriptor (i.e., N = 8, M1 = 3, and M2 = 6). The best result over a database
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Table 1: The performance comparison of LDRP descriptors in terms of the ARP(%) for n = 5 number of retrieved
images over the PubFig, PaSC, LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX face databases by varying the values of M1 and
M2 (i.e. multiscale parameters) for different radius and the number of local neighborhoods. The Chi-square distance
is used. The highest ARP values are highlighted in bold for each database.
M1 M2
Face Databases
PubFig PaSC LFW FERET AT&T ESSEX
3 3 39.90 26.25 32.18 67.51 89.80 82.78
3 4 43.81 33.43 37.07 74.44 94.95 98.34
3 5 45.83 36.92 39.36 75.62 95.35 98.88
3 6 47.76 39.12 41.04 75.91 96.10 99.05
3 7 48.61 40.96 42.15 75.90 96.30 99.11
4 4 43.24 38.28 38.42 70.61 94.50 98.44
4 5 46.53 42.09 41.00 73.47 94.45 99.01
4 6 48.08 44.20 42.75 74.07 95.65 99.07
4 7 49.22 45.74 44.05 74.07 96.05 99.14
5 5 44.17 42.99 37.26 69.12 92.65 98.91
5 6 46.50 45.42 40.47 71.21 94.35 99.05
5 7 48.01 46.86 42.51 71.87 95.30 99.10
6 6 44.20 43.86 37.55 67.86 93.55 98.87
6 7 46.32 45.97 40.47 69.86 95.10 99.03
7 7 43.66 44.08 37.58 66.71 93.70 98.86
Table 2: The ARP(%) using proposed LDRP descriptor with Euclidean, Cosine, L1, D1, and Chi-square distance
measures over the PubFig, PaSC, LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX face databases. The number of retrieved images
(n) is 5. The highest ARP values are highlighted in bold for each database.
Distance Face Databases
PubFig PaSC LFW FERET AT&T ESSEX
Euclidean 35.49 27.53 30.17 65.09 88.45 95.83
Cosine 37.24 30.93 32.37 67.23 93.40 97.46
L1 44.91 36.96 38.57 75.54 95.50 98.80
D1 45.25 37.62 39.14 75.53 95.65 98.86
Chi-square 47.76 39.12 41.04 75.91 96.10 99.05
Table 3: The ARP(%) using LGHP descriptor [7] with Euclidean, Cosine, L1, D1, and Chi-square distance measures
over the PubFig, PaSC, LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX face databases. The number of retrieved images (n) is 5.
The highest ARP values are highlighted in bold for each database.
Distance Face Databases
PubFig PaSC LFW FERET AT&T ESSEX
Euclidean 34.28 24.21 27.82 49.11 81.90 90.57
Cosine 36.10 25.82 29.51 54.60 83.10 91.75
L1 43.89 30.25 36.30 69.60 91.65 95.09
D1 43.96 30.29 36.33 69.71 91.75 95.11
Chi-square 47.05 32.93 39.53 74.88 94.00 95.73
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Fig. 10: The results over PaSC, LFW, and PubFig databases in terms of the CMC and ROC for face recognition.
is highlighted in bold. It is observed from the results that the Chi-square distance measure is better suited with the
proposed LDRP descriptor for a face retrieval task. The effect of distances is also tested with LGHP descriptor
[7] in Table 3 and interestingly, the Chi-square distance is also better suited for LGHP. The Chi-square distance is
performing better because the descriptors are in the form of histograms and representing the occurrences of patterns
in some form.
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Fig. 11: The results over ESSEX, AT&T, and FERET databases in terms of the CMC and ROC for face recognition.
5.3 Face Recognition Performance Comparison
Most of the local descriptors are proposed for the face recognition problem. Thus, a face recognition experiment is
also conducted in this paper to understand the behavior of proposed LDRP descriptor in recognition framework. The
face recognition performance is compared in terms of the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) and Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) metrics. The CMC curve is computed by finding the cumulative recognition rate
against the rank. The ROC curve is generated from the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR).
The TPR and FPR are computed by varying a threshold over intra-class (i.e. genuine) and inter-class (i.e. impostor)
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Table 4: The performance comparison of LDRP descriptor with other descriptors in terms of the accuracy under
different poses and expression of FERET database. The poses such as ‘quarter (q)’, ‘half (h)’, ‘orthogonal (o)’,
and ‘random (r)’ are used as the Probe and the frontal poses ‘frontal (f )’ are taken as the Gallery. For expression,
the random expression ‘fb’ is used as Probe and the neutral expression ‘fa’ is taken as the Gallery. The Chi-square
distance is used as the similarity measure. The highest accuracy values are highlighted in bold in each column.
Descriptors
Robustness Type
Pose Expression
Quarter Half Orthogonal Random
LBP(256) 66.62 37.29 23.17 56.00 85.14
LTP(512) 67.05 35.02 20.91 55.49 83.38
LDP(1024) 61.93 28.70 16.50 55.38 85.64
LDN(64) 54.12 26.04 16.37 46.58 74.56
LVP(1024) 59.52 24.78 13.10 51.76 90.18
LDGP(65) 43.04 20.86 11.46 37.47 63.22
DCP(512) 77.70 39.57 22.42 65.01 93.45
LGHP(9216) 76.70 35.02 19.77 62.53 94.96
LDRP(1024) 80.68 41.85 25.32 70.19 95.21
scores. The scores are computed using the Chi-square distance measure. The multiple thresholds are chosen between
the lowest and highest scores with a step value of 0.001. If the lowest and highest scores are sl and sh, respectively,
then the thresholds are sl, sl+0.001, sl+2×0.001, . . . , sh. Thus, the number of thresholds is sh−sl0.001 +1. The CMC
and ROC curves over each face database are plotted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The dimension of the descriptors is also
mentioned along with the descriptor name. LDRP outperforms all the descriptors over PaSC database in recognition
framework also as depicted in Fig. 10a-10b. It is also pointed that the performance of LDRP is also pretty good
over unconstrained databases such as LFW and PubFig. It can be seen in Fig. 10c-10f that the LDRP(1024) is
comparable to the LGHP(9216) in-spite of having much lower dimensional feature vector. The LDRP is better in
CMC as compared to ROC over LFW and PubFig unconstrained databases, possibly due to the random directional
edges which lead to the less inter-class score variability. This problem can be minimized by applying some alignment
technique before applying the LDRP descriptor. The recognition result of LDRP is quite impressive over ESSEX and
AT&T face databases as well (see Fig. 11a-11d). The LDRP outperforms other descriptors over FERET database
also in recognition framework as shown in Fig. 11e-11f which justifies the robustness against pose and expression.
5.4 Pose and Expression Robustness Analysis
In order to reveal the improved robustness of LDRP descriptor against pose and expression, this experiment is con-
ducted over different poses and expression of FERET database. The images of FERET database have different poses
such as ‘Frontal Pose (f)’, ‘Quarter Pose (q)’, ‘Half Pose (h)’, ‘Orthogonal Pose (o)’, and ‘Random Pose (r)’. Note
that the orthogonal category ‘o’ is having faces nearly at 90o as compared to the frontal category ‘f’ either in the
left or in the right direction. Similarly the half category ‘h’ and quarter category ‘q’ are having faces nearly at 45o
and 25o respectively as compared to the frontal category ‘f’ either in the left or in the right direction. Among frontal
faces ‘f’, the category ‘fa’ has the neutral expression faces, whereas the category ‘fb’ has the random expression
faces. In this experiment, the performance is judged on the basis of the recognition accuracy (i.e. similar to CMC
at rank 1). Gallery and probe sets are considered to find the recognition accuracy over probe set. In order to test the
pose robustness, the frontal face category ‘f’=‘fa’+‘fb’ is taken as a combined gallery set and rest of varying sets
are considered as the probe sets individually. While in case of expression experiment, the neutral frontal face (‘fa’)
is taken as the gallery set and random expression frontal face (‘fb’) is considered as the probe set. The recognition
accuracy using different descriptors is summarized in Table 4 for both pose and expression experiments. It is clear
from Table 4 that the LDRP descriptor beats the other descriptors in all poses. It can be also seen in Table 4 that
LDRP surpasses in case of expression experiment as well with 95.21% of recognition accuracy.
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Fig. 12: The results comparison with ImageNet [11] pre-trained CNN models including AlexNet [31], Vgg16 [59],
GoogleNet [61], and ResNet50 [23].
5.5 Comparison with ImageNet Pre-trained CNN Models
In this section, face retrieval results of the proposed LDRP method are compared with the pre-trained CNN models.
Several pre-trained CNN models are available in MATLAB. These models are trained over large-scale ImageNet
database [11]. The AlexNet [31], Vgg16 [59], GoogleNet [61], and ResNet50 [23] models are used for the com-
parison. These pre-trained models are used as a feature extractor and the absolute features of final dense layer of
dimension 1000 is used as the descriptor. The comparison results over each dataset are plotted in Fig. 12. It is clear
from these results that the proposed LDRP feature outperforms the ImageNet based CNN features for most of the
databases. Moreover, the CNN features are very sensitive to the blurred images as pointed out in Fig. 12d. It shows
the weakness of deep learning based features in terms of the training data dependency. Thus, the proposed method is
more generalized compared to CNN methods.
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Fig. 13: The results comparison over large-scale FaceScrub face dataset with ImageNet [11] pre-trained CNN models
including AlexNet [31], Vgg16 [59], GoogleNet [61], and ResNet50 [23].
5.6 Experiments over Large-Scale Face Dataset
In order to show the scalability of the proposed method, this experiment is performed over large-scale FaceScrub
dataset [45] available from the challenge 1 of MegaFace challenge1 [30]. This dataset contains 91, 712 faces from
526 subjects. The cropped version of FaceScrub dataset is used in this experiment. The first 10 faces of each subject
are used as the probe while the complete dataset is used as the gallery. The ARP over large-scale FaceSrub face
dataset is presented in Fig. 13. The result is compared with the ImageNet [11] pre-trained CNN models, namely
AlexNet [31], Vgg16 [59], GoogleNet [61], and ResNet50 [23]. The proposed LDRP descriptor outperforms the
pre-trained ImageNet CNN models over large-scale FaceScrub face dataset. This observation supports the scalability
of the proposed LDRP face descriptor.
5.7 Comparison with Deep Learning based DLib Face Descriptor
In order to show the importance of proposed LDRP method in terms of the less data dependency, its performance
is compared with the deep learning based DLib face descriptor [1]. The DLib descriptor is trained over face im-
ages and has shown very promising performance over LFW databases. The results comparison between hand-crafted
LDRP and deep learning based DLib descriptors are illustrated in Fig. 14 over LFW, FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX
datasets. It can be seen that DLib completely outperforms LDRP over LFW dataset, because it is trained on such
images. Whereas, over new face images in challenging scenariossuch as severe pose variations, background differ-
ence, blurred images, etc., the proposed LDRP descriptor outperforms the DLib descriptor. It can be visualized in
the results over FERET, AT&T, and ESSEX databases in Fig. 14. It points out that the proposed LDRP descriptor is
more generic and less data dependent than the DLib descriptor.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, a local directional relation pattern (LDRP) is proposed that utilizes the wider neighborhood information
to increase the discriminative ability and local relations to increase the robustness. The LDRP first converts the wider
local neighborhood into local directional codes in order to decrease the dimension of the descriptor by exploiting
the relation among the directional neighbors at multiple radius, then it transforms the center pixel into the range
of local directional relation codes, and finally the descriptor is computed by utilizing the relation of transformed
center pixel with directional relation codes. The proposed LDRP descriptor is tested in an image retrieval framework
over six very challenging face databases such as PaSC, LFW, FERET, etc. Some databases are totally unconstrained
1 http://megaface.cs.washington.edu/participate/challenge.html
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Fig. 14: The results comparison with deep learning based DLib face descriptor [1] over LFW, FERET, AT&T, and
ESSEX datasets.
while some are having very severe variations in pose, expressions, etc. The retrieval results of LDRP are compared
with the state-of-the-art face descriptors like LBP, LDN, DCP, LGHP, etc. The results are also compared in the
recognition framework. The experimental results confirm the superiority of the LDRP descriptor as compared to the
existing face descriptors. It is noticed that the performance of LDRP can be further boosted by considering more
wider neighborhoods. The LDRP descriptor also outperforms the ImageNet pre-trained CNN models over each face
dataset. Moreover, the proposed descriptor is scalable over large-scale dataset such as FaceScrub face dataset. The
Chi-square distance measure is found to be best suited with LDRP for face retrieval. The image alignment can be
used with LDRP to boost the discriminative power for unconstrained face recognition. The potential applications of
the proposed descriptor are image matching, image retrieval, image stitching, texture classification, etc.
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